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Atom Probe Tomography (APT) has the capacity to account for the five macroscopic degrees of 
freedom (DOF) to fully describe grain boundaries with chemical sensitivity [1]. These 5dof consist of 3 
parameters to characterize the misorientation axis-angle pair, and 2 to describe the grain boundary plane 
orientation. To inform the complete 5dof, an APT dataset must meet stringent criteria; including 
observable crystallographic planes, accurate calibration of reconstruction parameters, and the ability to 
distinguish grain boundary topology. APT analysis methodologies must be further developed to 
elucidate the required information, and to funnel the large volume of data into the minimal set of 
information required to perform a crystallographic analysis. 
 
In a correlative study of a misorientation axis-angle across two grain boundaries in both Transmission 
Kikuchi Diffraction (TKD) and APT, Breen et al. [2] reported a deviation of ~1o between the two 
techniques. However, this result was dependent on careful selection of poles in the atom probe field 
evaporation map. The reconstruction of these data sets was performed on commercially available 
software IVAS, which uses a pseudo-stereographic projection model to describe the nature of the 
projection of ions. Recent evidence suggests that the projection of ions in APT is better described by an 
azimuthal-equidistant model [3]. Crystallographic relationships are often used to inform reconstruction 
parameters. Therefore, the reconstruction process and the way in which we model the ion trajectory has 
a large impact on the accuracy of crystallographic studies in APT.    
 
In this work, we focus on specific case studies, highlighting the advantages of using APT for performing 
crystallographic analyses, and discuss the challenges in extracting required information from raw data. 
We perform a correlated study of a known annealing twin boundary in a CuAl alloy in both TKD and 
APT. As prior knowledge of the structure and relationship in the annealing twin boundary is known in 
the literature, we can use it to inform the validity of developed tools, reconstruction processes and 
analysis methodologies developed. An emphasis is placed on the importance of reconstruction and we 
explore the limits in accuracy of both the pseudo-stereographic and azimuthal-equidistant models. 
Furthermore, a method in which to calculate the misorientation axis-angle pair without data 
reconstruction is presented and its accuracy determined by comparing it to the known information of the 
annealing twin boundary. 
 
APT as a crystallographic analysis tool is dependent on the availability of crystallographic information. 
This information is usually abundant in pure metals and other key materials. However, this is usually not 



the case for many ‘exotic’ materials, especially when run in laser mode in the atom probe microscope. 
Figure 1 shows an evaporation image of a Boron Carbide (B4C) sample captured in a straight flight-path 
LEAP4000 in laser mode. There are no easily discernible crystallographic features. However, in this 
work a crystallographic analysis of this sample is performed by using several developed tools to search 
for and elucidate the required information from an otherwise ‘difficult’ sample.  
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Figure 1. An evaporation map of Boron Carbide depicting 1e6 atoms across an atom probe detector. No 
clear crystallographic signals are apparent. Further analysis is required to elucidate any crystal 
information. 


